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Smallest USV with Camera is now launched 
～ We will show our brand new model at Japan Drone 2024～ 

Homura Heavy Industries Corporation (57-9 Anaguchi, Takizawa City, Iwate of Japan, CEO : Yosuke Furusawa) 

will announce our brand new model from June 5th (Wed) to 7th (Fri), at Japan Drone 2024. 

 

This new model has a function to return to the original position even after it is overturned in any 
water area. Two cameras (above and underwater) are mounted in this drone, and our default 
software is installed. This ensures that you can use our product very efficiently, meeting your 
specific use cases and requirements. The drone can be used for extended periods, allowing it to 
accomplish tasks on your behalf. 

About us: 
Homura Heavy Industries is developing various solutions related to water surface drones in 
challenging fields such as coast guard operations, water rescue missions, water quality and marine 
surveys, bathymetry, seabed topography, seaweed bed surveys, water infrastructure inspections, 
box culvert inspections, water surface cleaning (garbage and oil collection), waterborne logistics, 
tourism, and leisure. Our focus is on product development and sales of water surface drones that 
contribute to resolving labor shortages, saving labor, and improving safety across various industries 
and water areas. Additionally, we are conducting research and development on Bio Group Control® 
and providing contract development of outdoor systems for various companies. 



 
About Japan Drone 2024: 

Japan Drone is the largest drone-specific business-to-business exhibition in Japan and the 9th of its 
kind since 2016. It provides a venue for specific business matching to address various issues, 
promote the development of social infrastructures, and actively contribute to realizing affluent 
lifestyles in smart cities. 

Event Details: 
Dates  : June 5 (Wed) - 7 (Fri), 10:00 - 17:00 
Venue  : Hall 5&6 at Makuhari Messe 
Our booth : BH-7 
Attendant fee : 3,000 JPY (*Free batch available by registration) 

Link to the exhibition: 

Japan Drone 2024 official website 
https://ssl.japan-drone.com/ 

 

For Inquieirs and contact 

Homura Heavy Industries Corporation 
info@hmrc.co.jp 
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